In this report an all-optical photo-induced formation of surface relief gratings is shown. For the surface patterning of As 2 S 3 and As 4 S 1.5 Se 4.5 films a direct holographic recording setup with a 532 nm wavelength Nd:YAG CW laser light was used. Our investigations have shown that the light-induced mass transfer process strongly depends on the material itself and on the polarization of the light. It has been shown that an electric field intensity gradient has to be obtained to achieve a direct patterning. The evolution of a surface relief in relation to recording parameters and thickness of the sample has been investigated in detail.
Introduction
A fundamental research of all-optical or direct recording techniques provides a wide range of possible applications, such as the nano-/micropatterning of surfaces, as well as applications for the production of various-purpose optical elements. The demand for lower cost surface relief based optical instruments such as grating-based resonators or filters for waveguides, diffractometers, spectrometers, and so forth is one of the main driving forces for the investigation of a direct light induced relief formation. The complete development of this method would open a wide range of possibilities in the production and utilization of optical element and would introduce new and innovative technologies. The obtained micro-and nanosurface patterns have already been demonstrated as optical polarizers [1] , angular or spectral filters [2, 3] , optical transmission devices [4] , data storage devices [5] , and even photonic crystals [6] [7] [8] [9] . They are also used in the production of tunable lasers, where the wavelength can be varied and depends on the geometrical parameters of gratings [10, 11] . A number of scientific books have been written on this subject [12] [13] [14] [15] . These are just a few of the possible options that could be gained or that could be improved with this new all-optical surface patterning technique. Additionally this processing technique will continue to improve the performance of materials in existing applications and will open the door to new materials and novel applications that would not be easily achievable through other means.
Materials and Methods
Thin films of amorphous As 2 S 3 and As 4 S 1.5 Se 4.5 with different thickness (0.5-10.0 m) were prepared by thermal deposition on the glass substrates. The pressure during evaporation was 10 −6 Torr and the deposition rate was 20 nm/s. The thickness of films was controlled by optical interferometer during the deposition. The experiments of surface relief grating formation were performed using a holographic recording system ( Figure 1 ) where a 532 nm Nd:YAG CW laser was used as the irradiation source. The following configurations of holographic recording were applied: a recording from the film-side of the samples (the most popular condition) and a recording from the substrate-side (light penetrates through the substrate before it reaches the film). It is possible to acquire up to four-beam recording setup by slightly modifying holographic recording scheme with additional two side-beams (i.e., all light sources aligned to a circle). These kinds of multibeam recording experiments also were performed. The grating period of Λ = 1 m was used in all experiments. The recording efficiency was controlled by measuring the intensity of the 1st-order diffracted beam 
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A Typical All-Optical Holographic Recording Process.
In the typical direct holographic recording process the transmission and reflection diffraction efficiency (DE or ) changes with time for amorphous chalcogenide semiconductor films ( Figure 2 ). The obtained gratings are shown in Figure 3 . For this particular case the recording was performed on the As 2 S 3 sample with a polarization ( 1 = 2 = 0.2 W/cm 2 ). As photo-induced changes of absorption and refractive index in the resist material are comparatively fast, the transmission DE (dashed curve in Figure 2 ) reaches maximum (∼55% DE) very quickly. Due to the overexposure the contrast of the volume grating decreases; transmission DE starts to decrease. At this particular time the reflection DE (solid curve in Figure 2 ) starts to increase linearly, which is an evidence of the surface relief formation. The small peak for the reflection DE curve is related to the photo-induced reflectivity and changes in the refractive index within the material. From the literature and our experience we know that such direct recording process is reversible for the amorphous chalcogenide monolayer [16, 17] . The reversibility factor is a vital stage, because the further work is based on the research of mass transfer processes in amorphous chalcogenides.
A Simple Method for Estimation of the Optimal Film Thickness.
The direct recording process is described by measuring the development of DE during the recording process and its shape or slope (Δ /Δ ) coefficient can be used as relative comparison criteria for the recording efficiency. For simplicity, DE slope coefficients will be mentioned in 10 −7 sek −1 units or just as arbitrary units. The dependence of DE slope coefficients on the film thickness for the samples illuminated from the film-side as well as from the glass substrate-side is shown in Figure 4 the film-or the glass substrate-side. Thus it is possible to determine the active recording depth or the optimal film thickness, which in this case is approximately 2 m. This value describes the recording setup as a whole unit and it depends on all recording parameters; therefore this value has to be determined individually for each recording setup. In the case of recording through the glass substrate the value of Δℎ decreases rapidly with increasing the film thickness. For the films with a thickness > 6 m the profile changes were not observed. The calculation of optical absorption coefficient at a recording wavelength 532 nm for the amorphous As 2 S 3 film in a photodarkened state produced a value of ≈ 10 4 cm −1 . It means that the penetration depth of recording light in the film is about 1 m; that is, each onemicron thick layer will absorb the light Euler's number times (Lambert-Beer's law, Euler's number ≈ 2.7). This explains the fact that for a thin sample the recording efficiency does not differ essentially for the samples illuminated from filmor glass substrate-side. Moreover, the recording through the glass substrate at this point slightly improves the recording efficiency. If the phenomenon of the surface relief formation is a process within the bulk, then the following increment of film thickness will not affect the formation of surface features during the recording from the film-side; meanwhile it will have a significant influence on this recording process from the opposite side of the sample.
Recording Efficiency versus the Polarization State of the
Holographic Setup. Table 1 shows the summary of recording efficiency with several interfering radiation polarization combinations. After the evaluation of direct recording, which is based on the slope coefficient values, we can see that the direct surface patterning highly depends on the selected polarization. It is shown that outstanding direct recording efficiency can be reached with orthogonally ±45 polarized light beams. In this case the recording efficiency or the DE slope coefficient is at least two orders of magnitude higher in comparison to other polarization combinations. In fact, and polarization setup has the same orthogonally polarized light beams but the efficiency of the relief formation is the worst. In order to continue data analysis and determine the divergence of the given results, it is necessary to carry out more complicated experiments. The next sections will describe the reasons for these results.
Theoretical Calculations of the Intensity Distributions and Their Relation to the Experimental Data.
In order to facilitate the interpretation of experimental results and analysis, this part describes in theory all the most popular types of the electric field intensity distributions versus the state of recording beam polarization. The scheme for these theoretical experiments is chosen the same as it was for the recording experiments discussed above. The Bragg equation defines the angle 2 between the corresponding k-vectors for 1 m interference period Λ by using a 532 nm light: By taking solution for a scalar wave equation in a homogeneuos medium,
where is amplitude; is wave number; is one-dimensional coordinate; is angular frequency; is time. It is possible to define a vertical or in the / coordinate plane polarized wave that propagates along -axis:
and horizontal or in the / coordinate plane polarized wave that propagates along -axis:
Together with the coordinate transformation matrix and a data visualization program it is possible to build a theoretical model of the polarization dependent interference. Figure 5 shows theoretically calculated polarization distributions of two types of plain wave interference. For the simplicity, a colon is used to denote a polarization combination. The black curves represent a total intensity of the interference. Two of the intensity distribution components are shown separately; dotted and dashed curves (and the masks under them) correspond to the intensity from the electric field parallel ( -direction) and perpendicular ( -direction) to the plane of incidence or to the grating vector, respectively. There is also the third component for intensity distribution and that is with direction orthogonal to theand -direction but that is comparatively small and is not pointed out.
By comparing the obtained theoretical two-beam interference distributions ( Figure 5 ) with previously obtained record efficiency or DE slope coefficient (Table 1) , it can be concluded that an effective recording (±45 polarizations) does not require a large light intensity gradient. The absence of the gradient, like in the case of : polarization, also does not guarantee an effective recording. If we look closer to these two cases then everything becomes clear; the most promising light distribution for the surface patterning consists of periodic and electric field components, and both intensity distributions have been shifted in respect to one another by a half-period. Thus, the and polarized electric field intensity gradients help each other to create a contraction of the film or a formation of valley and an expansion of the film or a formation of a ridge at the same time. On both of the periodic electric field intensity gradients the matter interacts differently; the lateral mass transfer occurs parallel to the electric field intensity gradient and the polarization of the gradient determines precisely in which direction. If just one or component of the electric field intensity gradient is used ( : or : setup), then the recording efficiency significantly decreases.
The surface relief formation has also been observed with a direct multibeam holographic recording setup (Figures 6-8) . The theoretical intensity distribution has been obtained for each of the setups. First we look at the four-beam setup ( Figure 6 ). If all light sources are polarized in the same direction then the light interference contains highly expressed peaks (16 times more intense than each of the falling light beams) and at the minimum the intensity of light is equal to zero. In this case we can see that the obtained surface relief repeats the theoretically calculated intensity distribution. If the polarization of two opposite light beams is rotated by 45 degrees, then the light intensity gradient is reduced; thus the intensity peaks are not as high and the intensity at the minimum also is no longer equal to zero (Figure 7) . When comparing this distribution with the experimental data it can be seen that also in this case the mass is transferred to the light-intensive areas. An identical situation is observed in three-beam holographic recording when all three sources of light are polarized in one direction ( Figure 8) ; the relief repeats the theoretical interference intensity distribution.
With multibeam (three-and four-beam) holographic recording equipment it is possible to obtain different types of 3D point intensity distributions and thus also record various 3D structures. Such dot-shaped intensity distributions are attractive because high-precision structures can be easily recorded in one stage using precalculated interference intensity distributions.
Photo-Induced Dielectrophoretic Model of Direct Surface
Relief Formation. It is known that molecules and nanoparticles can be manipulated in fluidic systems using dielectrophoretic (DEP) forces [18] . A DEP force is generated when a neutral molecule or particle is suspended in a nonuniform electric field. This electric field induces electrical charges within the particle to establish a dipole. If a nonuniform electric field is applied, the ends of the dipole experience unequal Coulomb forces, which result in a total nonzero imposed force. If the particle is less polarizable than the suspending medium, it is repelled from the regions of higher electric field and the motion is called negative dielectrophoresis while the opposite case is referred to as positive dielectrophoresis.
We propose a photo-induced DEP model to explain the photo-induced mass transport in amorphous films. Model is based on the photo-induced softening of the matrix, formation of defects with enhanced or decreased polarizability, and their drift under the electrical field intensity gradient of the light. An interference pattern from the orthogonal ±45-degree polarization can be expressed as a sum of two linearly polarized light components: the electric vector parallel to the grating vector or the -polarization and the electric vector perpendicular to the grating vector or the -polarization ( Figure 5(d) ). For both components the electric field intensity gradient is parallel to the grating vector. This polarization modulation causes an arrangement of polar photo-induced defects in the film. As a result their polarizability regarding the direction of electric field intensity gradient has been increased by -electric field component and decreased by -electric field component. Due to the DEP forces material is transferred out of the -polarized light region into thepolarized region.
Conclusions
It has been determined that the highest possible efficiency of the all-optical surface relief holographic recording can be achieved using ±45-degree polarization. This combination of Advances in OptoElectronics polarization stands out from theoretical interference pattern calculations; the light intensity contrast is very close to zero and the electric field intensity gradient plays the main role for the all-optical surface patterning. The behavior of mass transfer and thus the resulting recording could be related to interaction between the polar photo-induced defects with enhanced or decreased polarizability and their drift under the electrical field intensity gradient. A new and relatively easy method has been introduced to investigate the active recording depth or the optimal film thickness which allows optimizing direct recording process and analyzing performance of the specific recording setup. Multibeam holographic recording experiments and their theoretical intensity distribution have been obtained. By using this method it is possible to achieve structures with high geometric precision and by analyzing its theoretical model it is possible to adjust the necessary intensity distribution. There is no doubt that the obtained knowledge and technology can find a practical use in optics (holography, lithography, antireflection coatings, solar batteries, etc.) and electronics (micro-and nanomatrix design), as well as in nanotechnologies (top-down approach) and in many other areas.
